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group W. Conjecturally specializations of this algebra should occur as
endomorphism algebras of Lusztig induced characters, thus explaining the
 w x.aforementioned observation see 4 .
This general conjecture has been proved only in a small number of
cases. Nevertheless, several structural and numerical consequences of this
conjecture have been verified. One of the properties of cyclotomic alge-
bras implied by the general conjecture is that H should carry a canonical
symmetrizing form making it into a symmetric algebra over the ground
ring A in which just the parameters are inverted. Such a canonical
w xsymmetrizing form over the field of fractions of A was constructed in 3
for all but finitely many of the cyclotomic algebras associated to irre-
ducible complex reflection groups. In this paper we prove that pairs of dual
bases with respect to this form are defined over A:
 .THEOREM. The generic cyclotomic algebra H s H W, u of an irreducible
w y1 ximprimiti¨ e complex reflection group W is symmetric o¨er Z u, u .
The proof of this result will be given in the subsequent sections. There
we will also give more precise statements about properties of the corre-
sponding symmetrizing form.
The assertion of the main theorem is well known in the case of
Iwahori]Hecke algebras, i.e., for cyclotomic algebras for real reflection
groups. In that case a dual basis can immediately be written in terms of the
standard basis of H and the assertion follows easily. It turns out that the
situation for the complex case is more subtle.
We would like to point out that it is still open whether the cyclotomic
algebras for all of the finitely many primitive complex reflection groups
enjoy the properties stated in the theorem.
 .1. THE SYMMETRIZING FORM ON H W , un
In this section we recall the definition of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra
 .  .  .H W , u and the construction of a symmetrizing form on H W , u m Q un n
w xfrom 3 .
 :Let V be the n-dimensional unitary space V s e , . . . , e with the1 n
 .  .standard unitary inner product. Fix r ) 1, and let W s G r, 1, n ; GL Vn
be the imprimitive complex reflection group on V generated by the
reflections t , . . . , t of order 2 with roots e y e , . . . , e y e , respec-1 ny1 2 1 n ny1
 .tively, and a complex reflection t of order r with root e . On these0 1
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generators, W has a presentation given by the diagramn
 r .B : 1.1 .r .n ???" " " "
t t t t0 1 2 ny1
The elements t , . . . , t generate a subgroup of W isomorphic to the1 ny1 n
symmetric group S , and form a set of standard generators of thisn
Coxeter group. We will consider S as a subgroup of W via this em-n n
bedding.
 . w y1 xLet u s u , . . . , u , q be indeterminates and A [ Z u, u , where1 r
y1  y1 y1 y1.we write u [ u , . . . , u , q . The generic cyclotomic algebra H [1 r
 .H W , u attached to W is the free unital associative A-algebra onn n
generators T , T , . . . , T , subject to the braid relations implied by the0 1 ny1
 .diagram 1.1 and the deformed order relations
T y u ??? T y u s 0 s T y q T q 1 , 1 F i F n y 1 .  .  .  .0 1 0 r i i
 w x.see 4, 4.1 . Under the specialization
u ¬ z k 1 F k F r , q ¬ 1, 1.2 .  .k r
 .where z [ exp 2p irr , the cyclotomic algebra specializes to the groupr
w xalgebra of W over Z z . Further, it is known that H is a free A-algebra ofn r
< <  w x.rank W see 2 . Thus the subalgebra generated by T , . . . , T can andn 1 ny1
 .will be identified with the generic Iwahori]Hecke algebra H S , q ofn
type A .ny1
 .  4For x s x , . . . , x , x g t , t , . . . , t , a reduced expression of an1 l i 0 1 ny1
element x s x ??? x in W , let T [ T ??? T . Note that it is not in1 l n x x x1 l
general true that two reduced expressions x, xX of the same element
x g W give rise to identical elements T , T X in H. Nevertheless, thisn x x
property does hold if x g S F W .n n
 4Let X s x N x g W be an arbitrary set of reduced expressions for the
 4elements of W. Then it is known that the set B [ T N x g X is anX x
 w x.A-basis of H see, for example, 3, Proposition 2.4 . Any such basis will be
called a reduced basis of H. Choose one such reduced basis B . Let f :X H
H ª A be the linear form defined on B byX
1 if x s 1,f : H ª A , f T s 1.3 .  .H H x  0 otherwise.
w xIt was shown in 3, 2B that the linear form f does not depend on theH
particular reduced expressions chosen in the definition of the reduced
basis B . Hence f is defined unambiguously on H. Moreover, it wasX H
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w xproved in 3, Proposition 2.7 that f is a trace form. Thus the bilinearH
form
 :, : H H ª A , h , h ¬ f h h 1.4 .  .  .1 2 H 1 2
 :is symmetric. Clearly the specialization of , to the group algebra of Wn
 .is the standard symmetrizing form which sends w , w to the coefficient1 2
 .of 1 in the product w w . Since the algebra H [ H W , u m K over1 2 K n A
 . w xK s Quot A is split semisimple 2 , this implies:
w xTHEOREM 1.5 3, Theorem 2.8 . The linear form f defines a non-degen-H
erate symmetric form
 :h , h [ f h h for h , h g H .1 2 H 1 2 1 2 K
on H . This satisfiesK
f T s 0 for all reduced expressions x of non-identity elements of W . .H x n
1.6 .
We will show that f actually defines a non-degenerate symmetric formH
on H over A. This seems to be important for a further study of this
algebra.
Let O be a domain and H an unital associative O-algebra. Recall from
w x4, 1C that an O-basis B of H with 1 g B is called quasi-symmetric if the
 .linear form f : H ª O defined by setting f b s d for b g B is a trace1b
 .form and via 1.4 gives rise to a non-degenerate symmetric form on H. We
then also say that B is quasi-symmetric with respect to f. In this terminol-
ogy, the above theorem can be rephrased to saying that any reduced basis
 .of H W , u is quasi-symmetric with respect to the form f definedn K H
above.
2. THE ARIKI]KOIKE BASIS OF
H IS QUASI-SYMMETRIC
It will be convenient to introduce a further quasi-symmetric basis of
 . y1H s H W , u . For this let L [ T and inductively L [ q T L Tn 1 0 i iy1 iy1 iy1
w xfor 2 F i F n. It was shown by Ariki and Koike 2, Theorem 3.10 that
B [ Lb1 ??? LbnT N 0 F b F r y 1, w g S 2.1 . 41 n w i n
 .is a basis of H W , u . Here T denotes the standard basis element in then w
 .  .Iwahori]Hecke subalgebra H S , q of H W , u . Note that B is non-n n
reduced if r ) 1 and n ) 1.
 .We can now prove the analogue of 1.6 for this basis.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The Ariki]Koike basis B is quasi-symmetric with respect
to f , i.e., it satisfiesH
f b s 0 for all 1 / b g B. 2.3 .  .H
Proof. We compare B to a particular reduced basis B of H and showX
that any 1 / b g B is a linear combination of non-identity basis elements
from B . The assertion then follows from Theorem 1.5.X
To describe B we introduce the elementsX
T ??? T T a for a ) 0,ky1 1 0L [k , a  1 for a s 0,
w xfor 1 F k F n, 0 F a F r y 1. According to 3, Lemma 1.5 the set
B [ L ??? L T N 0 F a F r y 1, w g S 4X 1, a n , a w i n1 n
is a reduced basis of H the corresponding set X of reduced words is
. w xclear . Furthermore, the following relations are proved in 3, Lemma 2.3 :
LEMMA 2.4. We ha¨e
a .
L T if i ) k or a s 0,¡ k , a i
L if i s k , a / 0,kq1, a~T L si k , a qL q q y 1 L if i s k y 1, a / 0, .ky1, a k , a¢L T if i - k y 1, a / 0,k , a iq1
for 1 F i F n y 1, 1 F k F n.
b .
L L s L L Tk , a kym , c kymy1, c k , a 1
c
q q y 1 L L y L L .  . kymy1, aqcyi k , i kymy1, i k , aqcyi
is1
for a, c / 0, k y m ) 1.
LEMMA 2.5. Let i G 1.
 . ka Let 1 F k F r y 1. Then L is equal to an A-linear combination ofi
basis elements L ??? L T g B with 0 F c F r y 1, 1 F c F k, w g1, c i, c w X j i1 i
 :t , . . . , t .1 iy1
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 . b1 bib Let 1 F b F r y 1. Then L ??? L is equal to an A-linear combi-i 1 i
nation of basis elements L ??? L T g B with 0 F c F r y 1, c / 0,1, c i, c w X j i1 i
 :w g t , . . . , t .1 iy1
k  1y iProof. According to our definitions we have L s q L T ???i i, 1 1
.k  .  .T . Thus assertion a is certainly correct if k s 1. Now assume that aiy1
has been proved for all exponents strictly smaller than k. Hence Lk si
Lky1L is a linear combination of terms L ??? L T L T with 1 F ci i 1, c i, c ¨ i, 1 w i1 i
 :  .F k y 1 and ¨ , w g t , . . . , t s S . But Lemma 2.4 a shows that1 iy1 i
T L is equal to an A-linear combination of terms L T with j F i,¨ i, 1 j, 1 w
w g S . Thus we have that Lk is a linear combination of terms L ???i i 1, c1
L L T with j F i, w g S . Now L L with 1 F c F k y 1, j F i isi, c j, 1 w i i, c j, 1 ii i
a linear combination of terms L ??? L with 1 F d F k by Lemma1, d i, d i1 i
 . k2.4 b . This shows that L is a linear combination of terms hL T withi i, d wi
 .1 F d F k and h in the subalgebra H W , u .i iy1
Expanding h in the reduced basis of this subalgebra we obtain sum-
 :mands of the form L ??? L T L T with ¨ g t , . . . , t . It1, c iy1, c ¨ i, c w 1 iy21 iy1 i
 .remains to apply Lemma 2.4 a again to move the T past L . This¨ i, ci
 .completes the induction step and hence the proof of assertion a .
 .For part b we use induction on i. If i s 1 then the result is just part
 .a . So assume that the assertion is proved for all j - i. By induction
we have that Lb1 ??? Lbi is a linear combination of terms L ???1 i 1, c1bi  : biL T L with w g t , . . . , t . By the first part, L is an A-lineariy1, c w i 1 iy2 iiy1
combination of terms L ??? L T with c / 0. Again the result follows1,c i, c w i1 i
by Lemma 2.4.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of the proposition. Let
1 / b s Lb1 ??? LbiT g B with a / 0. If i s 0 then b s T is already1 i ¨ i ¨
contained in B so there is nothing to prove. If i ) 0 then according toX
 .Lemma 2.5 b we have that b is equal to a linear combination of basis
 .elements L ??? L T g B with c / 0. In particular, f b s 0 by1, c i, c w X i H1 i
 .1.6 .
3. THE DETERMINANT OF THE GRAM
 .MATRIX OF TYPE G r, 1, n
Let ): H ª H be the A-linear antiautomorphism of H determined by
TU s T for 0 F i - n. So, in particular, LU s L and TU s T for all ii i i i w wy1
U  U 4with 1 F i F n and all w g S . Given a set H : H let H s h N h g H .n
In order to show that f induces a symmetric form on H over A itH
suffices to exhibit two bases B, C of H over A such that the determinant
 :.   ..of the Gram matrix G [ b, c s f bc is a unit in A.BC B, C H bg B, cg C
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 .For the basis B we take the Ariki]Koike basis defined in 2.1 above.
U For the basis C we essentially take B ; however, for technical reasons see
.Proposition 3.8 below , the definition is more complicated. Let l s 1 and1
for i s 2, . . . , n let l s qy1T l T . Then l is the analogue of Liy1 iy1 ii iy1 i
 .in the subalgebra H S , q ; indeed, L s u l if r s 1. We definen i 1 i
C [ T l d c1. ??? l d cn.Lc1 ??? Lcn N 0 F c F r y 1, ¨ g S , 4¨ 1 n i n1 n
 .  .  .where d c s y1 if c / 0 and d 0 s 0. For a given c s c , . . . , c , the1 n
 d c1. d cn.4  .set T l ??? l is a basis of H S , q because each l is¨ ¨ g S n1 n in
 .invertible. Consequently, C is a basis of H by 2.1 .
 . lTHEOREM 3.1. Let B and C be as abo¨e. Then det G s "q u ???BC 1
.mu for some integers l and m.r
By Proposition 2.2, and the above remarks, the main theorem is a
consequence of Theorem 3.1 when W is of type B r .; in the next section wen
deduce the general case from this.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will occupy the whole of this section. We
begin with a well-known lemma which follows directly from the relations in
 w x.H see, for example, 2, Lemma 3.3 .
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that 1 F i - n and that 1 F j F n. Then
 .a L commutes with L .i j
 .b T commutes with L if j / i, i q 1.i j
 .c T commutes with L L .i i iq1
The elements l , . . . , l also satisfy similar relations to those given in1 n
the lemma; however, we shall not need this.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that 1 F i - n and let k and m be non-negati¨ e
integers.
 .a If k G m then
LkLm T s T LmLk q q y 1 k Lc Lkqmyc . .i iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 csmq1 i iy1
 .b If k F m then
LkLm T s T LmLk y q y 1 m Lc Lkqmyc . .i iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 cskq1 i iy1
 . w xProof. Part a is proved in 6, Lemma 5.10 ; the argument is a routine
  . .induction on k y m use Lemma 3.2 c to start the induction . To prove
 .  .b , apply the involution ) to a and rearrange.
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COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that 1 - i F n and k G 1. Then
ky1
k y1 k y1 c kycL s q T L T q q q y 1 L L T . . i iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1
cs1
Proof. When k s 1 this is just the definition of L . In general, takingi
 .m s 0 in part a of the lemma, we see that
Lkq1 s qy1LkT L Ti i iy1 iy1 iy1
k
y1 k c kycs q T L q q y 1 L L L T . iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 5
cs1
k
y1 kq1 y1 c kq1ycs q T L T q q q y 1 L L T . . iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 iy1
cs1
 . XRecall the trace form f : H ª A from 1.3 . Given h, h g H we defineH
f fH H X  .an equivalence relation s on H by saying that h s h whenever f h sH
 X.f h . This equivalence relation does not respect multiplication in H ;H
however, because f is a trace form, it does have the following crucialH
property.
fHX X X .3.5 Let h, h g H. Then hh s h h.
For j s 0, . . . , n let H be the A-submodule of H with basisj
Laj ??? La1T N 0 F a - r , w g S . 4j 1 w i n
Note that H s H and that H is not an H-module for j / n. However, Hn j j
 .is always a right H S , q -module and, by Proposition 2.2, we also haven
the next result.
 .3.6 Suppose that 1 F j - n, 1 F k F r y 1 and h g H . Thenj
fHkL h s 0.jq1
 r .What we really need to know, however, is how to compute f L h .H jq1
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that i, j, and k are integers such that 1 F i F j - n
and 1 F k F r, and let h g H . Thenj
fHk iyjy1 kL h s q T ??? T L T ??? T h.jq1 j i i i j
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Proof. For the duration of this proof let T s T ??? T and T s Tj?? i j i i?? j i
??? T . By declaring that T s 1 s T we can state the lemma whenj j?? iq1 iq1?? j
 k .  k .i s j q 1; in which case the lemma asserts that f L h s f L h .H jq1 H jq1
Since this is certainly true, we may now proceed by downwards induction
on i F j.
Now, by induction and by Corollary 3.4,
fHjy iq2 k kq L h s qT L T hjq1 j?? i i i?? j
ky1
k c kycs T T L T T h q q y 1 T L L T T h. . j?? i iy1 iy1 iy1 i?? j j?? i i iy1 iy1 i?? j
cs1
fHc kycThus, it suffices to show that T L L T T h s 0 whenever 0 - c - k.j?? i i iy1 iy1 i?? j
Fix such an integer c. Then, using the definition of the elements La
together with Lemma 3.2, we find
T Lc LkycT T h s q jy iq2T Lc Lkycy1 Ty1 Ty1L h .j?? i i iy1 iy1 i?? j j?? i i iy1 iy1 j?? i jq1
s q jy iq2T Lkycy1Lc Ty1 Ty1L h .j?? i iy1 i iy1 j?? i jq1
s q jy iq1T Lkycy1 Lcy1T L Ty1L h .j?? i iy1 i iy1 iy1 j?? i jq1
s q jy iq1T Lcy1Lkycy1T Ty1L L h.j?? i i iy1 iy1 j?? i jq1 iy1
y1 y1 .Now T s q T q 1 y q for 1 F a - n. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3,a a
 .together with Lemma 3.2 a , there exist scalars a g A such thatL
Lcy1Lkycy1T Ty1 s a T Lbjq 1 ??? Lb1 ,i iy1 iy1 j?? i L w 1jq1
Ub bjq1 1LsT L ??? L gBw 1jq1
 4where b F max c y 1, k y c y 1 F k y 2 whenever a / 0. Conse-jq1 L
quently,
T Lc LkycT T h s q jy iq1a T T Lbjq 1 ??? Lb1 L L hj?? i i iy1 iy1 i?? j L j?? i w 1 jq1 iy1jq1
b bjq1 1LsT L ??? Lw 1jq1
fH jy iq1 1qb bjq 1 1s q a L ??? L L hT T L jq1 1 iy1 j?? i w
b bjq1 1LsT L ??? Lw 1jq1
fHc kyc .by 3.5 . However, 1 q b F k y 1 - r ; so T L L T T h s 0 byjq1 j?? i i iy1 iy1 i?? j
 .3.6 as required.
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Recall the element l s qyjT ??? T T ??? T .j 1 1 jjq1
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let j be an integer such that 1 F j - n and suppose
that h g H . Thenj
fH rrL h s y1 u ??? u h l . .jq1 1 r jq1
 r . yj  r .Proof. By Lemma 3.7, f L h s q f T ??? T T T ??? T h .H jq1 H j 1 0 1 j
 .  .  r .Therefore, since T y u ??? T y u s 0, we may write f L h as an0 1 0 r H jq1
 k .A-linear combination of terms f T ??? T T T ??? T h for k s 0, . . . ,H j 1 0 1 j
 .r y 1. However, by Lemma 3.7 and 3.6 , if 0 - k - r then
f fH Hk j kT ??? T T T ??? T h s q L h s 0.j 1 0 1 j jq1
fHr r yj r .  .Therefore, L h s y1 q u ??? u hT ??? T T ??? T s y1 u ???jq1 1 r j 1 1 j 1
u h l as required.r jq1
We can now prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall the bases B and C of H and the Gram
  ..matrix G s f bc from the beginning of this section.BC H bg B, cg C
An arbitrary element of B is of the form Lbn ??? Lb1T for somen 1 w
w g S and some integers 0 F b - r. In the matrix G order then i BC
 .elements of B lexicographically according to the exponents b , . . . , b ,n 1
and similarly for the elements of C.
For j s 0, . . . , n let B s B l H and C s C l HU and define G to bej j j j j
  ..the Gram matrix G s f bc . Then G s G and our or-B C H bg B , cg C BC nj j j j
dering of the elements of B and C is such that the matrix G sits in the topj
left hand corner of the matrix G for each 0 F j - n.jq1
 . rSuppose that 0 F j - n and let a s y1 u ??? u . Then we claim that,1 r
as an r = r-block matrix, G has the formjq1
G 0 ??? 0 0j
0 0 ??? 0 a Gj
. . ? ?. . ? ? ) .? ?. .
.?0 0 ? ) .? . 0
0 a G ) ??? )j
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To see this let b s Lbjq 1 ??? Lb1T and c s T l d c1. ??? l d c jq 1.Lc1 ??? Lc jq 11 w ¨ 11 jq1jq1 jq1
be arbitrary elements of B and C , respectively. Thenjq1 jq1
bc s Lbjq 1 ??? Lb1T T l d c1. ??? l d c jq 1.Lc1 ??? Lcjq 11 w ¨ 11 jq1jq1 jq1
fH d c . d c . d c .b qc b qc b qc 1 j jq1jq1 jq1 j j 1 1s L L ??? L T T l ??? l lj 1 w ¨ 1 j jq1jq1
 .  .by 3.5 and Lemma 3.2 a . If b s c s 0 the assertion is just thejq1 jq1
  . .  .definition of G note that d 0 s 0 . If 0 - b q c - r then f bcj jq1 jq1 H
 .s 0 by 3.6 . Finally, if b q c s r then by Proposition 3.8jq1 jq1
fH r d c . d c . d c .b qc b qc 1 j jq1j j 1 1bc s y1 u ??? u L ??? L T T l ??? l l l . 1 r j 1 w ¨ 1 j jq1 jq1
r d c . d c .b qc b qc 1 jj j 1 1s y1 u ??? u L ??? L T T l ??? l , . 1 r j 1 w ¨ 1 j
 .since d c s y1 because c ) 0. This proves the claim.jq1 jq1
 . ry1 . rTherefore, det G s " u ??? u det G for all 0 F j - n. Conse-jq1 1 r j
 .m .kquently, det G s det G s " u ??? u det G for some integers kBC n 1 r 0
  ..and m. However, G s f T T and it is well known, and easy to0 H w ¨ ¨ , w g S n
 . l y1prove, that f T T s qd , where l is the length of a reduced expres-H w ¨ w¨
sion for w. Hence, det G s "q z for some integer z. This completes the0
proof of Theorem 3.1.
4. THE DETERMINANT OF THE GRAM
 .MATRIX OF TYPE G r, 2, 2
For any divisor p of r let W be the normal subgroup of index p ofn, p
W generated by the n q 1 reflectionsn
t p , ty1 t t , t , . . . , t 40 0 1 0 1 ny1
if p - r, respectively, the n reflections
ty1 t t , t , . . . , t 40 1 0 1 ny1
 .if p s r. Thus W is the imprimitive complex reflection group G r, p, nn, p
in the notation of Shephard and Todd.
We would like to introduce a symmetrizing form on the generic cyclo-
 . w xtomic algebra H W , u defined in 5 . This coincides with the algebran, p
w xintroduced by Ariki in 1 except for the case where n s 2, and both r and
p are even, where the generic algebra has one additional parameter. In
w xthis latter case, no quasi-symmetric basis had been given in 3 , so we need
to treat this algebra separately.
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So, suppose that r is even, n s p s 2, and set d [ rr2. Then W has2, 2
a presentation described by the diagram
"d.D : 4.1 .2 "
d#"
 .  X.Let H s H W , u , where u s u , . . . , u ; q; q , be the corresponding2, 2 1 d
w y1 xcyclotomic algebra, generated as associative unital Z u, u -algebra by
elements R, S, T subject to the relations
T y u ??? T y u s 0 s R y q R q 1 s S y qX S q 1 , .  .  .  .  .  .1 d
RST s STR s TRS
 w x.  X . Xsee 4, 4A . We let U [ RS and V [ q y 1 Urq q q y 1. Note that T
and U commute and the element TU is central in H. The following result
w xis inspired by 1, Lemma 1.2 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let j, k be non-negati¨ e integers. Then
a .
jy11yj yiX Xj j 2 j j 2 iST s qq T U S y T UV qq U , .  .q is0
b .
ky11k kyiX Xk yk 2 iykSU s qq U S q UV qq U , .  .q is0
c .
jyky1¡ 1 yiXj 2 iq1qky T V qq U if j G k , .q is0ky jXj k j 2 jyk ~ST U s qq T U S q . y11 yiXj 2 iq1qkT V qq U if j - k . .¢q isjyk
 .Proof. We prove a by induction on j. The result trivially holds if
j s 0. If j s 1 then
1 q y 1 1 q y 1
y1 2 y1ST s STRR s TUR y TU s TU S y TU
q q q q
1y1X 2s qq TU S y TUV , .
q
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as claimed. The induction hypothesis and the case j s 1 now yield
jy11yj yiX Xjq1 j 2 j jq1 2 iST s qq T U ST y T U qq U V .  .q is0
j1yjy1 yiX Xjq1 2 jq2 jq1 2 is qq T U S y T U qq U V , .  .q is0
proving the first part.
 .In part b the case k s 0 is again obvious. If k s 1 then
SU s SRS s qXSy1 q qX y 1 qRy1 q q y 1 S .  .
s qqXUy1S q q y 1 qX q qX y 1 qRy1 q q y 1 S .  .  .
s qqXUy1S q q y 1 qX q qX y 1 U s qqXUy1S q qXV . .  .
The inductive step is verified by the same type of calculation as in the first
part.
 .  .The last part is an immediate consequence of parts a and b .
Note that T , U generate a commutative subalgebra of H. Since it is
w y1 x < < w xknown that H is Z u, u -free of rank W by 4, Satz 4.7 we conclude as2, 2
there that
T jU k , T jU kS N 0 F 2 j y k , k F r y 1 4
w y1 x  w xis a Z u, u -basis of H compare also with 1, Proposition 1.4 where the
X .case q s q is considered .
We proceed to show that this basis has good properties.
PROPOSITION 4.3. The basis
C s T jU k , T jU kS N 0 F 2 j y k , k F r y 1 4.4 4  .
 .of H s H W , u is quasi-symmetric.2, 2
w y1 xProof. We have to show that the linear form f : H ª Z u, u definedH
 .  .by f 1 s 1, f b s 0 if 1 / b g C is a trace form. Since it specializesH H
to the standard symmetrizing form of the complex reflection group W2, 2
the induced symmetric form on H is then automatically non-degenerate
over the quotient field of A.
We will have to consider elements of H of the form T jU kSl with
 40 F k F r y 1, l g 0, 1 , and j an arbitrary integer. First note that on such
elements
f T jU kSl s 0 if k / 0 or l / 0. 4.5 .  .H
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Indeed, if T jU kSl f C then by the relation on T we may replace T j by a
linear combination of elements T jq i or T jy i, with 1 F i F d. Induction
and the definition of f now show the claim.H
Since R and S are invertible in H it clearly suffices to prove that
 .  .  4f bL s f Lb for b g C and L g S, U, TU . This is immediate for theH H
central element L s TU. Now assume L s S. Inspection shows that if
0 F 2 j y k, k F r y 1 then all monomials on the right hand side of
 .  .Lemma 4.2 c lie in C. Thus, Lemma 4.2 c gives the decomposition in C
j k  j k .of ST U . By the definition of f it follows that f S ? T U s 0 sH H
 j k .  j k .f T U ? S . Similarly, f T U S ? S equalsH H
qX if j s k s 0,j kf S ? T U S s .H  0 else.
So finally assume that L s U. As U commutes with T , the assertion is
again clear if b s T jU k. For b s T jU kS we have to compare the value of
f on T jU kq1S and onH
T jU kSU s qqXT jU ky1S q qX q y 1 T jU k q qX y 1 T jU kq1 4.6 .  .  .
  ..by Lemma 4.2 b . If k / 0, r y 1, and 2 j y k / 0, r y 1 then all mono-
mials in the above expressions lie in C and f vanishes on both sides. IfH
 4  .2 j y k g 0, r y 1 then f again vanishes by 4.5 . We consider the twoH
remaining cases separately.
 j .  j .First assume that k s 0. We have f U ? T S s f ST U by what weH H
proved for S, so the result is true if j s 0. For j ) 0
jy211y j yiX Xj jy1 j 2 jy1 j 2 2 iST U s TUST s qq T U S y T U V qq U .  .q is0
 .by Lemma 4.2 a . All monomials appearing in the right-hand side are
non-trivial basis elements, so f vanishes. On the other hand we have theH
equality
dy1 dy1
lq1 lSU s S a T U s a TUST l l
ls0 ls0
dy1 ly11yl yiX Xlq1 2 lq1 lq1 2 2 is a qq T U S y T U V qq U .  . l  /qls0 is0
 .  .with suitable constants a since TU is central and by Lemma 4.2 a .l
 .Here, f is zero by 4.5 .H
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 .It remains to consider k s r y 1. Lemma 4.2 a gives
ydX Xd d rST s qq T U S y q y 1 .  . .
dy2q y 1 11yd yiX Xd ry1 d 2 iy T U qq y T UV qq U . 4.7 .  .  .q q is0
 .The last two terms on the right-hand side are of the type 4.5 . On the
other hand, replacing T d by a linear combination of T i with 0 F i F d y 1
 .and again applying Lemma 4.2 a shows that the left-hand side is a sum of
 .elements of the form considered in 4.5 . Multiplication of both sides by
y dyj.  j r .  X .  j r .T does not change this fact, and thus f T U S s q y 1 f T U .H H
 .But now 4.6 , with k s r y 1, gives
f T jU ry1S ? U s qX y 1 f T jU r s f T jU rS s f U ? T jU ry1S .  .  .  .  .H H H H
as required.
We write G for the Gram matrix of f with respect to the pair of basesC H
C, CU , where CU is obtained from C by reversing the order of the factors
in each element.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.8. Let C be the basis of H defined in 4.4 . Then det GC
w y1 xis in¨ertible in A s Z u, u . In particular H is symmetric o¨er A.
Proof. Elements of C are of the form T jU kSl for some j, k, l with
 40 F k, 2 j y k F r y 1 and l g 0, 1 . We order C lexicographically with
 .  .respect to k, l, j . Then 4.5 shows that the Gram matrix has the shape
G 0 ??? 0 01
0 0 ??? 0 G2
. . ? ?. . ? ? )? ?. .
.?0 0 ? ) .? . 0
0 G ) ??? )r
 .  .as an r = r-block matrix . Again by 4.5 we see that G is a block1
diagonal 2 = 2-matrix, and the blocks on the diagonal are the same as for
 .the algebra H W , u . Thus the determinant of G has the required form.1 1
The matrices G , 2 F i F r, can also be considered as 2 = 2-block matri-i
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 j1qj 2 r l1ql 2 .  4ces, with entries f T U S where l , l g 0, 1 . Application ofH 1 2
 .4.7 shows that G has the block formi
GX qX y 1 GX .i i
.2X X X X X /q y 1 G q q q y 1 G .  . .i i
X  j1qj 2 r .  X .Here G is the matrix with entries f T U . Subtraction of q y 1i H
times the first block of r columns from the second block of r columns thus
X  X.2 Xyields det G s q det G . To evaluate the determinant of G we need ai i i
 .further calculation. Application of 4.7 gives
1
Xl r l rT U s T U S y q y 1 S . .Xq
1 q y 1d 1ydX Xlyd d d ry1s qq T ST q T U qq .  .X q q
dy21 yiXd 2 iy T UV qq U S . /q is0
dy1X lyd d l ry1s q qq T ST S q q y 1 T U S .  .
dy2
yiy1Xl 2 iy T UV qq U S. .
is0
 .According to 4.5 the form f vanishes on all summands on the right-handH
side, except possibly the first. Hence, expanding T d s dy1a T j, we havejs0 j
dy1fH dy1Xl r lyd jT U s q qq T S a T S .  j
js0
jy1dy1 1dy1 yj yiX X Xlyd j 2 j j 2 is q qq T a qq T U S y T UV qq U S .  .  . j  /qjs0 is0
f fH Hdy1 dX Xlyd 2 lyds q qq T a S s qq u ??? u T .  .0 1 d
 .  .by Lemma 4.2 a and 4.5 . Note that this is the analogue of Proposition
3.8 in this case. In particular this last equation shows that the determinant
X  .  .of G is the same as the one occurring in H W , u up to units in A . Thei 1
assertion follows.
Let f : H ª A be the symmetrizing form induced by the quasi-symmet-H
 .ric basis C. Over the quotient field K [ Quot A we may decompose fH
as a sum
f s d xH x
 .xgIrr HK
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of irreducible characters of H [ H m K, with d g K. The coefficients dK x x
are called the relati¨ e degrees associated to f , respectively, to the quasi-H
symmetric basis C. Clearly we have
d x c s 0 . x
 .xgIrr HK
for all elements c / 1 of a quasi-symmetric basis with respect to f , andH
 .d x 1 s 1. Using this property of the relative degrees the first author inx
w x8 computed candidates for the relative degrees attached to a nice
symmetrizing form on H. We can now verify:
COROLLARY 4.9. The relati¨ e degrees of the symmetric form induced by
w xthe quasi-symmetric basis C are those gi¨ en in 8, Theorem 3.9 .
w xProof. According to the result in 8 it suffices to show that f vanishesH
on the elements
RT jU j, ST jU j N 0 F j F d y 1 j T iq jU j N 0 - 2 i q j F r y 1 4  4
j j j jq1 y1  X. j jq1  X ..of H. But RT U s T U S s 1rq T U S y q y 1 , on which
 . j j j j  4 iq j jf vanishes by 4.7 , ST U s T U S g C _ 1 , and also T U g C, soH
the result follows.
  . .5. THE CYCLOTOMIC ALGEBRAS H G r, p, n , u
Finally, we consider the general case where W is an arbitrary imprimi-n, p
 .  .tive complex reflection group G r, p, n . Let H W , u be the genericn, p
w xcyclotomic algebra associated to W in 5 . This coincides with then, p
w xalgebra defined by Ariki 1, Proposition 1.6 except in the case where
n s 2 and r, p are both even.
 .THEOREM 5.1. Let W s G r, p, n be an imprimiti¨ e complex reflection
 .group. Then the associated generic cyclotomic algebra H s H W, u carries a
w y1 xcanonical symmetrizing form f o¨er Z u, u .H
This form ¨anishes on all non-identity elements of the Ariki]Koike basis of
 .H, while f 1 s 1. In the case p s 1 it also ¨anishes on all non-identityH
elements of any reduced basis of H.
Proof. We reduce this to the case p s 1 respectively p s 2 if n s 2
.and r, p are even where such a symmetrizing form was found in Theorem
 .3.1 resp. Proposition 4.8 . Assume first that either n ) 2 or one of r or p
Ä y1 . w xis odd. Let d [ rrp, z [ exp 2p irp and A [ Z z , u, u . Then ac-p p
Äw xcording to Ariki 1, Proposition 1.6 the algebra H m A can be identified
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Ä Ä  .with a subalgebra of the specialized A-algebra H s H W , u , with param-Än
eters
u s u , . . . , u , z u , . . . , z u , . . . , z py1u , . . . , z py1u ; q , 5.2 .Ä  .1 d p 1 p d p 1 p d
generated by
T p , Ty1T T , T , . . . , T . 40 0 1 0 1 ny1
Ä ÄLet f be the linear form on H obtained by specializing the symmetrizing
form constructed in Section 3. Since the specialization to the group algebra
Ä .factorizes through the specialization 5.2 the form f gives rise to a
Änon-degenerate symmetric form on H. In particular, all irreducible charac-
Ä Ä .ters of H m Q u occur with non-zero multiplicity in f. This implies that all
Ä Äirreducible characters of the subalgebra H m A of H occur with non-zero
Ä Ämultiplicity in the restriction f of f to H m A. Thus, f is a symmetrizingH H
Äform for H over the quotient field of A.
w xIt is shown in 1, Proposition 1.6 that
Lan ??? La1T N 0 F a F r y 1, a ' 0 mod p , w g S . 4n 1 w i i n
Ä Äis an A-basis of H. Tensoring with A, this gives a basis of H m A which is
Äa subset of the Ariki]Koike basis of the cyclotomic algebra H ; it follows
Äthat f is a symmetrizing form for H m A. However, the Gram determi-H
Änants for the bases of H and H m A are equal and are elements of A, so
 .f is a symmetrizing form for H over A , as required.H
In the case where n s 2 and r and p are even, we embed H instead into
 .a suitable specialization H W , u of the generic algebra of W studiedÄ2, 2 2, 2
 w x.in Section 4 see 8, Proposition 3.8 . The remainder of the argument is
then the same as in the general case.
Remark 5.3. We expect that f should also vanish on non-identityH
reduced basis elements in the general case p / 1. In this context note that
a word which is reduced in W does not necessarily have to be reducedn, p
in W .n
w xRemark 5.4. In 7, Verm. 2.20 and Satz 5.13 the first author put
forward a conjecture on the values of the relative degrees d associated tox
 . wa nice symmetrizing form on H W . Using the calculations in 8,n, p
xTheorem 3.4 and Corollary 4.9 it follows that this conjecture is correct if
n s 2 for the symmetrizing form studied in this paper. We expect that in
general the relative degrees attached to the symmetrizing form f aboveH
w xare those predicted in 7 .
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 .Finally, suppose that O is an integral domain and let H W , u be theÃO n, p
specialized cyclotomic Hecke algebra of W with parameters u g O.Ãn, p
w xGiven a set of indeterminates u over Z we can consider O as a Z u -mod-
 .  .ule by specifying that u acts as u. Then H W , u ( H W , u m O.Ã ÃO n, p Zwux n, p Zwux
Therefore, by Theorem 5.1, we have the following.
 .COROLLARY 5.5. Let H W , u be a specialized cyclotomic Hecke al-ÃO n, p
 .gebra o¨er O. Then H W , u is a symmetric algebra with respect to f ifÃO n, p H
and only if the parameters u are in¨ertible in O.Ã
w xIn 6 an analogue of the q-Schur algebra for a cyclotomic Hecke al-Ã
gebra H of type B r . was introduced. Key to the main results of thatO n
paper is the calculation of the ``double annihilator'' of certain elements of
 w x.H see 6, Theorem 5.16 . When the parameters u are invertible elements
w xof O, the required result of 6 is an immediate consequence of Corollary
 .5.5 significantly simplifying the argument there .
w xInterestingly, the results of 6 require only that q be invertible in O.Ã
This suggests that H may be a quasi-Frobenius algebra so long as q is anÃO
invertible element of O.
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